FORTY     THOUSAND      AGAINST     T II K      ARCTIC
represented as a narrow white sector in the red circle of
Soviet statistics showing* the process of socialization,    lie
owes his opportunity to survive in 'stubborn capitalistic
psychology' to the scarcity of taxis.    In a few years time
nobody will be prepared to pay his fares any longer.    Fie
will die out like his symbolized effigy in the recent Russian
film, 'The last coach driver*.    Meanwhile he charges four
or five times as much as the municipal taxi trusts.    The
reason: he has to pay for stable and fodder,, the prices asked
by other 'ghosts of capitalism3.   Sociali/xxl motor cars are fed
on socialized petrol and housed in socialized garages. Capitalist
horses must eat hay bought from private peasants, and sleep
in stablesrented from thelast rcmainingprivatc house-owners.
I dumped my luggage on the box.   The driver enthroned
himself on top.    My fur and boots, a burdensome parcel
wrapped in brown packing paper, had to be placed on. the
floor of the tiny Siberian hansom.    My legs rested on the
back of the driver's seat; in fact my position as 1 rolled into
Siberia was oddly like that of the Prime Minister in the
House of Commons when the Leader of the Opposition
attacks the Government.
Tattle-ti-rattle—-the wheels, more oval than round,
bumped over the cobbled station square. A minute later
we were ploughing through dust, hoof deep. The town was
still asleep. Occasionally we overtook a delivery cart
bringing foodstuffs from a Kolkhoz, with the farmer dozing
behind his horse, which in its turn took its job rather easily
under the wooden troika. When an army driver flashed
by in his open Ford car, a smoke screen would flare up from
the dusty ground and give him a strategic shield from
inquisitive eyes. Where my prc-War guide-book indicated
the site of the Hotel Gaclulof, my driver stopped. The
sleepy woman hall-porter of the new 'Guesthouse Red
Trade* apologized: 'I am sorry, citizen. There is not a
single bed left in the house. The steamer for the North is
leaving in a day or two. We have fifty-six more people
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